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ROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE OF A Mw=7.0+ EARTHQUAKE IN MARMARA SEA ROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE OF A Mw=7.0+ EARTHQUAKE IN MARMARA SEA (CREATING (CREATING 
MMI=VIII+ INTENSITY IN ISTANBUL) IS 65% IN THE NEXT 30 YEARS (PaMMI=VIII+ INTENSITY IN ISTANBUL) IS 65% IN THE NEXT 30 YEARS (Parsons et al., 2000).rsons et al., 2000).

Similar probabilities exist for San Francisco, however from abouSimilar probabilities exist for San Francisco, however from about 7 different faults. Roger Creek t 7 different faults. Roger Creek 
and San Andreas faults contribute respectively 32% and 21% each.and San Andreas faults contribute respectively 32% and 21% each.



Istanbul Earthquake Rapid Response and Early Warning SystemIstanbul Earthquake Rapid Response and Early Warning System isis
designed and operated by designed and operated by BogaziciBogazici University with the logistical support University with the logistical support 
of the Governorate of Istanbul, First Army Headquarters and Istaof the Governorate of Istanbul, First Army Headquarters and Istanbul nbul 
Metropolitan Municipality. Metropolitan Municipality. 

The construction of the system is realized by the The construction of the system is realized by the GeoSigGeoSig and EWE and EWE 
(Switzerland) consortium. (Switzerland) consortium. 
Communications are provided by AVEA GSM serviceCommunications are provided by AVEA GSM service provider.provider.

One hundred (100+10) of the strong motion recorders are stationeOne hundred (100+10) of the strong motion recorders are stationed in the d in the 
Metropolitan area Rapid Damage information.Metropolitan area Rapid Damage information.

Ten (10+2) strong motion stations are sited as close as possibleTen (10+2) strong motion stations are sited as close as possible to the to the 
Great Great MarmaraMarmara Fault for Earthquake Early Warning information.Fault for Earthquake Early Warning information.

60 strong motion recorders were  placed on critical engineering 60 strong motion recorders were  placed on critical engineering 
structures.structures.



The strong motion The strong motion accelerographsaccelerographs utilized in the IRREW utilized in the IRREW 
System have the following basic specifications:System have the following basic specifications:

Overall recording range: +/Overall recording range: +/--2g 2g 
1818--bit (dialbit (dial--up stations) or 24up stations) or 24--bit (onbit (on--line) resolution. The least line) resolution. The least 
significant bit  (LSB) resolution is 0.015 mg.significant bit  (LSB) resolution is 0.015 mg.
OnOn--site recording for 2 hours or more site recording for 2 hours or more 
GPS absolute time (UTC).GPS absolute time (UTC).
200 samples per second 200 samples per second 

All of the instruments were calibrated in the laboratory using aAll of the instruments were calibrated in the laboratory using a
airair--bed electrobed electro--magnetic shaker for calibration of the magnetic shaker for calibration of the 
sensitivity constants of the sensors. Additional bisensitivity constants of the sensors. Additional bi--directional directional 
tilt tests at site were conducted for confirmation.tilt tests at site were conducted for confirmation.



AccelerographAccelerograph

All of the instruments were calibrated in the laboratory using aAll of the instruments were calibrated in the laboratory using a airair--bed bed 
electroelectro--magnetic shaker. Additional bimagnetic shaker. Additional bi--directional tilt tests at site were directional tilt tests at site were 
conducted during installationconducted during installation



IRREW System consists of the following components: IRREW System consists of the following components: 

(1) Monitoring system composed of various sensors, (1) Monitoring system composed of various sensors, 
(2) Communication link (off(2) Communication link (off--line for the Rapid Response and line for the Rapid Response and 
onon--line for the Early Warning) that transmits data from the line for the Early Warning) that transmits data from the 
sensors to computers, sensors to computers, 
(3) Data processing facilities that converts data to information(3) Data processing facilities that converts data to information, , 
and and 
(4) System that issues and communicates the rapid response (4) System that issues and communicates the rapid response 
information and early warning.information and early warning.



The The Rapid ResponseRapid Response part of the IRREW System is designed to satisfy part of the IRREW System is designed to satisfy 
the COSMOS (The Consortium of Organizations for Strongthe COSMOS (The Consortium of Organizations for Strong--Motion Motion 
Observation Systems) Urban StrongObservation Systems) Urban Strong--Motion Reference Station Guidelines Motion Reference Station Guidelines 
for the location of instruments, instrument specifications and hfor the location of instruments, instrument specifications and housing ousing 
specifications. specifications. 

For the location of instruments the results of deterministic earFor the location of instruments the results of deterministic earthquake thquake 
hazard/risk assessment for Istanbul is used in consideration of hazard/risk assessment for Istanbul is used in consideration of 
1. Highest likelihood of shaking (Short and Long Period),1. Highest likelihood of shaking (Short and Long Period),
2. High probability of damage (Damage Distribution Maps) and2. High probability of damage (Damage Distribution Maps) and
3. High probability of casualties (Casualty Distribution Maps)3. High probability of casualties (Casualty Distribution Maps)

Other similar systems are:Other similar systems are:
READY (RealREADY (Real--time Earthquake Assessment Disaster System) time Earthquake Assessment Disaster System) -- Yokohama Yokohama 
SUPREME SUPREME -- Tokyo GasTokyo Gas
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The The Rapid ResponseRapid Response part of the IRREW has the objective of part of the IRREW has the objective of 
providing: providing: 

1. Reliable information for accurate, effective characterization1. Reliable information for accurate, effective characterization
of the shaking and damage by rapid postof the shaking and damage by rapid post--earthquake maps earthquake maps 
(Shake, Damage and Casualty maps) for rapid response;(Shake, Damage and Casualty maps) for rapid response;
2. Recorded motion for post2. Recorded motion for post--earthquake performance analysis earthquake performance analysis 
of structures;of structures;
3. Empirical basis for long3. Empirical basis for long--term improvements in seismic term improvements in seismic 
microzonationmicrozonation, seismic provisions of building codes and , seismic provisions of building codes and 
construction guidelines; andconstruction guidelines; and
4 Seismological data to improve the understanding of 4 Seismological data to improve the understanding of 
earthquake generation at the source and seismic wave earthquake generation at the source and seismic wave 
propagation.propagation.



After triggered by an earthquake, each station processes the After triggered by an earthquake, each station processes the 
streaming threestreaming three--channel strong motion data to yield the channel strong motion data to yield the 

••Spectral accelerations at specific periods, Spectral accelerations at specific periods, 

••12Hz filtered PGA and 12Hz filtered PGA and 

••PGV PGV 

and sends these parameters in the form of SMS messages and sends these parameters in the form of SMS messages 
at every 20s directly to the main data center through the at every 20s directly to the main data center through the 
GSM communication system by using several base stations, GSM communication system by using several base stations, 
microwave system and landlines.microwave system and landlines.
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MAIN DATA CENTERMAIN DATA CENTER



Spectral displacements obtained from the SMS messages Spectral displacements obtained from the SMS messages 
sent from stations are interpolated to determine the sent from stations are interpolated to determine the 
spectral displacement values at the center of each geospectral displacement values at the center of each geo--cell cell 
((0.010.01°° x 0.01x 0.01°°).).

The seismic demand at the center of each geoThe seismic demand at the center of each geo--cell is cell is 
computed using these spectral displacements. computed using these spectral displacements. 

Using the capacities of the buildings (24 types) in each Using the capacities of the buildings (24 types) in each 
geogeo--cellcell the building damage is computed by using the the building damage is computed by using the 
spectralspectral--displacement based fragility curves (HAZUS displacement based fragility curves (HAZUS 
Procedure).Procedure).



SD @ 5.0Hz SD @ 3.33Hz

SD @ 2.0Hz SD @ 1.11Hz



HAZUS-type Building Damage Assessment



NUMBER OF COLLAPSED BUILDINGS PER CELL (Simulated from random 
data and communicated to end users every day at 10am)
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PGA DistributionPGA Distribution
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Building Damage DistributionBuilding Damage Distribution



EXPANSION OF THE ISTANBUL EARTHQUAKE RAPID RESPONSE SYSTEM



ISTANBUL EARTHQUAKE EARLY WARNING SYSTEMISTANBUL EARTHQUAKE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

The Early Warning part of the IThe Early Warning part of the I--NET 10+2 strong motion NET 10+2 strong motion 
stations were located as close as possible to the Great stations were located as close as possible to the Great 
MarmaraMarmara Fault zone in Fault zone in ““onon--lineline”” mode. mode. 

Data Transmission is provided with Spread Spectrum Radio Data Transmission is provided with Spread Spectrum Radio 
Modem and Satellite.  Modem and Satellite.  

The continuous onThe continuous on--line data from these stations is used to line data from these stations is used to 
provide real time warning for emerging potentially disastrous provide real time warning for emerging potentially disastrous 
earthquakes. earthquakes. 
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Considering the complexity of fault rupture and the short fault Considering the complexity of fault rupture and the short fault 
distances involved, a simple and robust Early Warning distances involved, a simple and robust Early Warning 
algorithm, based on the algorithm, based on the exceedanceexceedance of specified threshold time of specified threshold time 
domain amplitude levels (banddomain amplitude levels (band--pass filtered accelerations and pass filtered accelerations and 
the cumulative absolute velocity) is implemented. the cumulative absolute velocity) is implemented. 

The early warning information (consisting three alarm levels) wiThe early warning information (consisting three alarm levels) will ll 
be (are) communicated to the appropriate servo shutbe (are) communicated to the appropriate servo shut--down down 
systems of the recipient facilities, which will automatically desystems of the recipient facilities, which will automatically decide cide 
proper action based on the alarm level. proper action based on the alarm level. 

Depending on the location of the earthquake (initiation of faultDepending on the location of the earthquake (initiation of fault
rupture) and the recipient facility the alarm time can be as higrupture) and the recipient facility the alarm time can be as high h 
as about 8s.as about 8s.



EW BASED ON EXCEEDANCE OF FILTERED PGA TRESHOLDEW BASED ON EXCEEDANCE OF FILTERED PGA TRESHOLD ––
CURRENLY APPLIED PROCEDURECURRENLY APPLIED PROCEDURE

••All online acceleration data from all stations will be lowAll online acceleration data from all stations will be low--pass filtered at pass filtered at 
selectable frequencies of 12 and 25 Hz. selectable frequencies of 12 and 25 Hz. 

••When any acceleration (on any channel) in a given station exceedWhen any acceleration (on any channel) in a given station exceeds a s a 
selectable first threshold value (20 mg)selectable first threshold value (20 mg) it will be considered a voteit will be considered a vote

••Whenever we have 3 (selectable) station votes within Whenever we have 3 (selectable) station votes within a a selectable time selectable time 
interval of (5interval of (5ss) after the first vote it will be declared the first alarm.  ) after the first vote it will be declared the first alarm.  

••After the first alarm, whenever we have 3 (selectable) votes forAfter the first alarm, whenever we have 3 (selectable) votes for the the 
second acceleration threshold value (50 mg) within selectable tisecond acceleration threshold value (50 mg) within selectable time me 
interval of (5interval of (5ss) after the first vote it will be declared the second alarm.  ) after the first vote it will be declared the second alarm.  

••After the second alarm, whenever we have 3 (selectable) votes foAfter the second alarm, whenever we have 3 (selectable) votes for the r the 
third acceleration threshold value (100 mg) within selectable tithird acceleration threshold value (100 mg) within selectable time me 
intervals of (5s) after the second vote it will be declared the intervals of (5s) after the second vote it will be declared the third alarm.third alarm.



EW EW BASED ON CUMULATIVE ABSOLUTE VELOCITY (CAV) BASED ON CUMULATIVE ABSOLUTE VELOCITY (CAV) ––
ALTERNATE PROCEDUREALTERNATE PROCEDURE

CAV (t) = Integral from 0 to t [abs (CAV (t) = Integral from 0 to t [abs (a).dta).dt ] ] (( gg--secsec))

•• The CAV from acceleration data are computed for onlyThe CAV from acceleration data are computed for only those 1s those 1s 
intervals where PGA is greater than 3mg.intervals where PGA is greater than 3mg. When any CAV (on any When any CAV (on any 
channel) in a given station exceeds a selectable first thresholdchannel) in a given station exceeds a selectable first threshold CAV CAV 
value (20 value (20 mg.smg.s) it will be considered a vote) it will be considered a vote..

•• Whenever we have 3 (selectable) votes for the first threshold CAWhenever we have 3 (selectable) votes for the first threshold CAV value V value 
within selectable time interval of (5s) after the first vote it within selectable time interval of (5s) after the first vote it will be declared will be declared 
the first alarm.  the first alarm.  

•• After the first alarm, whenever we have 3 (selectable) votes forAfter the first alarm, whenever we have 3 (selectable) votes for the the 
second threshold CAV value (40 second threshold CAV value (40 mg.smg.s) within selectable time intervals of ) within selectable time intervals of 
(5s) after the first vote it will be declared the second alarm. (5s) after the first vote it will be declared the second alarm. 

•• After the second alarm, whenever we have 3 (selectable) votes foAfter the second alarm, whenever we have 3 (selectable) votes for the r the 
third CAV threshold value (70 third CAV threshold value (70 mg.smg.s)  within selectable time intervals of )  within selectable time intervals of 
(5s) after the second vote it will be declared the third alarm.(5s) after the second vote it will be declared the third alarm.



EW BASED ON PATTERN RECOGNITION (NEURAL NETWORK) EW BASED ON PATTERN RECOGNITION (NEURAL NETWORK) 
M. BM. Bööse, University of se, University of KarlsruheKarlsruhe

•• Methodology  for earthquake earlyMethodology  for earthquake early--warning as a warning as a pattern   recognition taskpattern   recognition task on on 
condition that the earthquake source mechanism is approximately condition that the earthquake source mechanism is approximately stationary in stationary in 
the area of interest.the area of interest.

••The seismic patterns are defined by the shape and frequency contThe seismic patterns are defined by the shape and frequency content of the ent of the 
parts of parts of accelerogramsaccelerograms that are available at each time step. From these, that are available at each time step. From these, 
parameters relevant to seismic damage, such as peak ground accelparameters relevant to seismic damage, such as peak ground acceleration eration 
(PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV) and response spectral amplitud(PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV) and response spectral amplitudes at es at 
certain periods are estimated using Artificial Neural Networks (certain periods are estimated using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).ANN).

••The pattern recognition technique is combined with an additionalThe pattern recognition technique is combined with an additional rulerule--based based 
system in order to detect inconsistencies between ground motion system in order to detect inconsistencies between ground motion estimations estimations 
and measurements. This combination provides a reliable and accurand measurements. This combination provides a reliable and accurate system ate system 
for earlyfor early--warning that is demanded by its huge social and economic impact.warning that is demanded by its huge social and economic impact.
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EXPANSION OF THE ISTANBUL EARTHQUAKE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
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